the PERFECT MATCH for your practice

Beyond injection: Dentapen, the new generation of powered injector for Dental Anesthesia

Matches your patients’ preferences: constant flow to reduce pain, non-threatening look

Matches your needs: comfort and reproducibility of your injections all-day-long

Matches your habits: no training, both syringe and pen-like handling, compatible with any needle
A study conducted on dentists demonstrated a marked reduction in pain perception for injections using a CCLAD system**

96% of dentists tested received a palatal injection, and preferred the electronic syringe over the manual one.

Pain was reduced when compared to a standard manual syringe.

*CCLAD (Computer-Controlled Local Anesthesia Device)


**NO TRAINING NEEDED

**5 INTUITIVE BUTTONS

- **Activation**
  automatic self-aspiration

- **On / Off**
  with battery level indicator

- **Speed Selection**
  fast: 1ml/30s | medium: 1ml/60s | slow: 1ml/90s

- **Mode Selection**
  - intraligamentary mode: the slowest speed with maximum force
  - ramp-up mode: anesthesia flow increases gradually and constantly

- **Rewind Retraction**
  return to the initial position and insert the next cartridge
EFFORTLESS INJECTION

That matches your preferences

- Ergonomic and light (40g/1.4oz)
- Compatible with the needle of your choice
- Standard syringe grip or Nerve block finger grip

PRACTICAL

Focus your attention on the injection

- No cord minimizes pressure on hand and needle
- No console space saving
- No foot activation focus attention on the injection

FOR YOU

FOR YOUR PATIENTS

PAINLESS INJECTION

Improves your patients’ satisfaction with less fear of injection

- Constant flow
  - 2 modes
- 3 speeds
- Small and modern less fear of injection
Septodont has always been at the forefront of dentistry, providing you with a wide range of products and services to help you administer a painfree experience. Septodont continues to innovate with the Dentapen - the perfect match for your practice.

Accessories Included

- 5x Finger Grips
- 2x Cartridge Holders
- 7x Batteries
- 3x Protective Sleeves
- 25x

All accessories are available separately. Finger grips and cartridge holders must be sterilized before use.

www.septodontusa.com

MANAGING PAIN FOR YOUR PRACTICE